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Description

Programme (detailed contents) :

Brief review of the general concepts in continuum mechanics

Modeling and scientific computing in fluid mechanics :

- Dynamics of inviscid fluids

- Dynamics of Newtonian viscous fluids

- Capillary phenomena

- Introduction to the finite volume method (FVM). 1rst 
order and second order upwind schemes (M.U.S.C.L. 
method)                                - Implementation of the FVM on a 
model problem (transport of a discontinuity).

Modeling and scientific computing in structural mechanics

* Variational formulation and mathematical analysis of 
the elasticity problem
* Numerical resolution of elasticity with the finite 
element method
* Multiscale model and code coupling
* Application: modeling and computation of static as 
well as dynamic elastic problems through the use of an 
industrial software + development of python codes for the 
computation of stress concentration and local propagation 
of cracks within solids.

Organisation :

Conventional lectures/tutorials + class work (labwork)

Main difficulties for students:

To connect their mathematical knowledge and the modelling 
issues to mechanics.
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To fully appreciate the finite volume and finite element 
methods for the numerical resolution of real physical 
problems.

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will have understood 
and be able to explain (main concepts) :

The fundamentals of Mechanics for fluid and deformable 
solids, from a physical, mathematical and numerical point of 
view.

The student will be able to :

* Understand the physical meaning of the various terms 
used in fluid mechanics and elasticity models.
* Calculate exact solutions of simple problems and 
interpret them physically
* Evaluate orders of magnitude and know the physical 
meaning of the main dimensionless numbers
* Formulate and apply a finite volume method for 
numerically solving simple problems of fluid mechanics
* Formulate and solve the problem of elasticity by means 
of the finite element method.
* Use an industrial software to model and compute the 
elasticity problem in static as well as in dynamic.
* Write and implement a mixed formulation to couple 
different elastic domains and different numerical codes 
used as black-boxes.

Pre-requisites

Fundamentals in :

Continuum mechanics

Numerical analysis

Partial derivative equations

Knowledge check

How do you assess that the objectives have been reached?

Class work (labwork) and a final written exam.

How does your assessment system help the student to reach 
the objectives?

Merging of knowledge between students during class work, 
especially in this discovery phase where mathematical 
concepts are applied to physics.
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Useful info

Place

 Toulouse
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